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Abstract
Neutral Higgs bosons of the Standard Model and of the MSSM are searched for in the
data collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 188.6 GeV by the ALEPH experiment at LEP,
with an integrated luminosity of 176 pb−1. No evidence for a signal is found. A lower limit
of 92.9 GeV=c2 at 95% condence level is set on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs
boson. In the MSSM, for tan   0:7 and for benchmark parameter choices, lower limits
of 82.5 GeV=c2 and 82.6 GeV=c2 are derived for the masses of the neutral Higgs bosons h
and A, respectively. An update of the general MSSM parameter scan is also presented.
(To be submitted to Eur. Phys. J. C)
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1 Introduction
At LEP2, Standard Model Higgs boson production is dominated by the Higgsstrahlung process,
e+e−! HZ, with smaller contributions from the WW- and ZZ-fusion processes to the H and
He+e− nal states. In the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
neutral Higgs bosons are produced via two complementary reactions: the Higgsstrahlung pro-
cess e+e−! hZ and the associated pair production e+e−! hA. The cross section of the Hig-
gsstrahlung process is proportional to sin2( − ), where tan is the ratio of the vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets and  is the mixing angle in the CP-even Higgs
sector. The hA cross section is proportional to cos2( − ). In the mass range of interest for
LEP2 searches, the main H decay channel is H! bb; the +− decay mode is also relevant.
The same decay modes are dominant for h and A when tan  > 1. The searches described in
this paper cover most of the topologies arising from the HZ process, with H! bb or +−and
Z! e+e−, +−, +−,  or qq, and also from the hA process, with h and A decaying to bb
or +−. In the following, h denotes both the Standard Model Higgs boson and the lighter
CP-even neutral Higgs boson of the MSSM.
Searches for neutral Higgs bosons have already been performed by ALEPH up to a centre-
of-mass energy of 184GeV. No evidence for a signal was found and a lower limit of 87.9GeV=c2
was set at the 95% condence level (CL) on the Standard Model Higgs boson mass [1, 2]. In the
MSSM, masses of h and A lower than 72.2GeV=c2 and 76.1GeV=c2 respectively were excluded
at the 95% CL for benchmark choices of the MSSM parameters [3, 4].
A total integrated luminosity of 176.2  0.9 pb−1 was recorded by ALEPH in 1998 at a
centre-of-mass energy of 188.6GeV. This higher centre-of-mass energy and integrated luminos-
ity substantially increase the experimental sensitivity for the detection of Higgs bosons.
This paper is organised as follows. The main features of the ALEPH detector are sum-
marised in Section 2. Monte Carlo simulations of signal and background processes are presented
in Section 3. An overview of the search strategy is given in Section 4. The event selections
for each of the signal nal states are described in Sections 5, with emphasis on features that
are new with respect to previously published analyses. Systematic uncertainties are discussed
in Section 6. The results from individual channels and their combinations are presented in
Section 7. The MSSM parameter scan beyond the benchmark scenarios, initiated in Ref. [4], is
updated in Section 8. Conclusions follow in Section 9.
2 The ALEPH detector
This section summarises the components and performance of the ALEPH detector which are
most relevant for the analyses presented here. A more detailed description can be found in
Refs. [5] and [6].
Three tracking devices are immersed in an homogeneous magnetic eld of 1.5T. The vertex
detector (VDET) [7] consists of two cylindrical layers of silicon wafers situated at average radii
of 6.3 and 11.0 cm. Charged particles with a polar angle in the range jcos j < 0.88 (0.95)
traverse two (one) VDET layers. The VDET is surrounded by an inner tracking wire chamber
(ITC) which provides up to eight r- hits between radii of 16 and 26 cm. Outside the ITC is
the main tracking detector, a large time projection chamber (TPC) which measures up to 21
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three-dimensional coordinates per charged particle between radii 31 and 180 cm.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is also situated inside the superconducting coil. It
is nely segmented into projective towers of 0:9  0:9, allowing the identication of electrons
and photons within jets. Luminosity calorimeters of similar construction to ECAL are installed
between the endcaps and the beam pipe and are treated as an extension of the calorimeter. A
silicon-tungsten sampling calorimeter completes the electromagnetic calorimeter coverage down
to 34mrad.
Outside the coil the hadron calorimeter (HCAL) measures the hadronic energy and acts as
a lter for the identication of muons. The outermost detectors are two double layers of muon
chambers. Muons are identied as charged particles with a characteristic hit pattern as they
traverse the HCAL or with associated hits in the outer chambers.
Charged particle tracks reconstructed with at least four hits in the TPC and originat-
ing from within a cylinder of 2 cm radius and 20 cm length centred on the nominal interac-
tion point are called good tracks. The tracking achieves a momentum resolution (pT)=pT
of 6 10−4 pT  0:005, with pT in GeV=c. The resolution on the three-dimensional impact
parameter of tracks can be parametrised as (34 + 70=p)(1 + 1:6 cos4 ) m, with p in GeV=c.
The measurements of charged particle tracks and of energy depositions in the calorimeters,
combined with the identication of photons, electrons, and muons, are used to produce a list of
charged and neutral energy flow particles. Hadronic jets are clustered from these objects with
a resolution approximately described by (E) = (0:60
p
E + 0:6)(1 + cos2 ), where E is the
jet energy in GeV and  is its polar angle. The resolution on the jet angles is approximately
20mrad in both  and .
3 Signal and background simulation
High statistics Monte Carlo samples for the signal and backrounds are produced with full sim-
ulation of the ALEPH detector, to estimate the signal eciency and the background level from
each relevant Standard Model process. The hzha generator [8] is used for all the calculations
in the Higgs boson sector, with radiative corrections from Ref. [9], to produce expected signal
cross sections and nal state branching ratios for both the hZ and hA processes. For the hZ
process, Higgs boson masses are generated in 5GeV=c2 steps from 60GeV=c2 to 100 GeV=c2;
for the hA process mh is varied between 75GeV=c
2 and 95GeV=c2 with mh = mA.
The pythia Monte Carlo generator [10] is used to simulate the e+e−! qq(γ) process. For
the h channel, which is sensitive to initial state radiation modelling, the koralz genera-
tor [11] is also used to determine the qq background level. The dierence between the two
generators is taken as the theoretical uncertainty.
The Standard Model four-fermion processes are simulated with pythia for e+e−! ZZ; Zγ,
and the koralw generator [12] for e+e−! WW. Since the contribution of electrons emitted
close to the beam axis in the We and Zee processes is not included in koralw, additional
samples for these processes are generated with pythia. The small contribution from the
Z process is simulated with a private generator znnb [13]. The available statistics of the
background Monte Carlo samples are given in Table 1, while for the signal Monte Carlo a
sample size corresponding to at least 50 times the collected luminosity is used in the analyses
at each Higgs boson mass.
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Table 1: Statistics of the simulated samples for Standard Model background processes.
Standard Model process Generator Cross section Simulated luminosity
(pb) (103 pb−1)
e+e−! qq(γ) pythia 99:4 5
e+e−! ZZ; Zγ pythia 2:76 36
e+e−! WW koralw 16:5 15
e+e−! We pythia 0:66 23
e+e−! Zee pythia 6:84 36
e+e−! Z znnb 0:011 910
4 Search strategy
The main new features of the search with respect to the previous ALEPH analyses [1{4] are
the following:
i) full background subtraction is now performed when calculating the limits;
ii) the likelihood ratio test statistic is adopted for limit setting;
iii) the hZ and hA selections are combined taking into account their overlaps.
The previously developed event selections for the various topologies arising from the hZ process,
addressing the h‘+‘− channel (where ‘ denotes either an electron or a muon), the h channel,
the hqq channel, the h+− channel and the +−qq channel, which complements the hqq
channel when h decays to a +− pair, are upgraded. Neural Network (NN) and/or cut based
event selections are used, as summarised in Table 2. Dedicated selections are applied to the
bbbb and bb+− channels arising from the hA pair production process.
In the h‘+‘− selection, new cuts are designed to improve the rejection of the W‘ and Zγ
background events. In nal states with  leptons, the new selection exclusively classies an
event as either an h+− or +−qq nal state. In the h channel, a new preselection is
applied, and a new NN-based event selection complementing the previous one is developed.
The hqq event selection previously based on two neural networks is simplied to a single neural
network. The b quark content of jets is evaluated with a NN b tag as in Ref. [2], except in the
search for the bbbb nal state, where a new NN b tag is designed. In this paper, i refers to
the b tag NN output of jet i; i has a value close to one for b jets, and close to zero for udsc
jets.
The likelihood ratio test statistic [14, 15] is used to evaluate CLs. This test statistic is opti-
mal in the two-hypothesis situation (signal + background vs. background only) addressed here
and provides a straightforward procedure for the combination of results in dierent channels.
An analytic method based on fast Fourier transformation is used to calculate the CLs, both for
the individual search channels and for the combination of dierent channels [16].
As in Ref. [2], the reconstructed Higgs boson mass is used as a discriminating variable in
the calculation of the CLs for all nal states. In the NN-based hqq channel, the neural network
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Table 2: Final states addressed by each event selection. The crosses indicate which types of event
selection are used.
Event selection Decay modes NN-based Cut-based
hqq h! bb  
h h! bb  
h‘+‘− h! bb, +− 
h+− h! bb, +− 
+−qq h! +− 
bbbb h/A! bb 
bb+− h/A! bb, +− 
output is used as an additional discriminating variable. Similarly, the b quark content is used
in the h‘+‘− and bbbb channels.
The various hZ selections are optimised for a Higgs boson of mass 95GeV=c2, which is
near the expected experimental sensitivity. The hA selections are optimised for mh = mA =
85 GeV=c2. The cut values on the most relevant selection variables are determined by mini-
mizing the average CL of the \signal + background" hypothesis which is expected when only
background is present [17]. For the optimisation procedure, the irreducible backgrounds (ZZ,
Z and Zee) are fully subtracted, but only 80% of the reducible ones. To derive the nal
results, full subtraction of all backgrounds is performed according to Ref. [18], and system-
atic uncertainties, both for the signal and the backgrounds, are included in the CL calculation
according to Ref. [19].
In the h channel, two NN-based analyses are combined with the \AND-and-EXCLUSIVES"
method described in Ref. [2]. This consists in splitting two overlapping analyses into three
statistically independent branches, one containing the overlap and the other two the exclusive
contributions of the two analyses. The same approach is followed to combine the hZ with the
hA selections in the four-jet and the bb+− topologies. Many background events are common
to the hZ and hA selections and it therefore becomes necessary to remove any double counting
when background subtraction is performed. For the combination with hA the NN-based hZ
analyses are chosen as they give a slightly better overall expected performance. A more general
combination including the alternative cut-based hZ analyses is also performed.
5 Event selection
5.1 The leptonic nal state
The h‘+‘− channel represents 6.7% of the Higgsstrahlung cross section. The same nal state
is produced by the ZZ-fusion process, which has a negative interference with the s-channel
process [20]. The signal events are characterised by two energetic leptons with an invariant
mass close to mZ and a recoil mass equal to the Higgs boson mass. Although the branching
ratio of this channel is small, the experimental signature is very clear and the Higgs boson mass
can be reconstructed with good resolution.
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The event selection follows closely that of Ref. [2]. The selection procedure attempts to
reconstruct the Z boson by nding pairs of leptons. Charged particles are considered as lepton
candidates if they are identied as electrons or muons [6] or if they are isolated from other
particles by more than 10. All accepted combinations of oppositely charged lepton candidates
must have at least one identied lepton; e- pairs are not considered. The resolution on the
Higgs boson mass, calculated as the recoil mass to the lepton pair, is improved by including
any recorded nal state radiation photons from the Z boson decay products.
The other selection criteria remain unchanged with respect to those published in Ref. [2]
with the following exceptions. The background from WW! qq0‘ events is rejected by ex-
plicitly reconstructing the two W bosons when one of the lepton candidates is identied
and the other is an unidentied but isolated charged particle. The identied lepton and
the missing four-momentum attributed to the neutrino are assigned to the leptonic W de-
cay, while the remaining energy flow particles are assigned to the hadronic W decay; events
with mhadrW + m
lept
W > 150GeV=c
2 and mhadrW − mleptW < 20GeV=c2 are then rejected. This
modication reduces the remaining WW contribution by an additional 30%, leaving the signal
unaected. A new selection cut is introduced to eliminate Zγ events where the low mass γ
decays to leptons. Backgrounds from these events occur when one lepton from the γ decay is
selected along with an unidentied but isolated charged particle from the Z decay. They are
eliminated by nding the other identied lepton of the γ decay and requiring that the sum of
this lepton pair’s invariant mass and its recoil mass be greater than 115 GeV=c2. To remove
any potential background from ‘+‘−γγ events, both jets of the recoil system are required to
contain at least one charged particle. Finally the requirement on the reconstructed Z boson
mass is reoptimised from m‘+‘−(γ)  82.75GeV=c2 to m‘+‘−(γ)  77.0GeV=c2. With these cuts,
a 79.5% eciency is obtained for a Higgs boson of 95GeV=c2 mass; 14 events are selected from
the data, to be compared with 14.0 expected from Standard Model backgrounds, dominated
by ZZ production.
5.2 The missing energy nal state
The channel in which the Z decays invisibly to two neutrinos accounts for 20% of the Hig-
gsstrahlung production cross section. The WW-fusion process, which interferes positively with
the Higgsstrahlung for high mass of the Higgs boson, enhances the number of expected events.
Its relative importance increases with the Higgs boson mass, amounting to 20% of the total
h nal states for a Higgs boson of 95GeV=c2 mass [20].
Higgsstrahlung events in which the Z decays to  are characterised by a missing mass 6M
consistent with mZ and two b-tagged jets from the h decay. Three dierent analyses have been
developed, which share a new preselection. The rst one employs a set of cuts on kinematic
variables; the other two use neural networks. For b tagging, jets are clustered with the Durham
algorithm [21] using ycut = 0:015. The neural network b tag is applied to each jet. If there are
more than two jets in an event, the two jets with the highest b tag outputs are chosen.
5.2.1 Preselection
For all three analyses, the preselection begins with a selection of hadronic events having ve or
more reconstructed charged particles and a total energy from all charged particles greater than
5
10%
p
s. Events are divided into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis.
Both hemispheres must have a non zero energy.
To reduce the number of events from γγ processes, events must have E30 > 25%
p
s or
6pT > 5%
p
s, where E30 is the energy deposited more than 30
 away from the beam axis and
6pT is the transverse component of the missing momentum. The longitudinal component of the
missing momentum 6pz must be small, j6pzj < 50GeV=c, and the missing mass 6M must be large,
6M > 50 GeV=c2.
After all cuts, the preselection is 85% ecient for a Higgs boson of mass 95GeV=c2;
e+e−! WW and e+e−! qq give the largest contributions to the background.
5.2.2 Cut analysis
Most of the qq events remaining after preselection contain one or more unmeasured photons
from initial state radiation (ISR). Much of this background is removed by requiring that the
missing momentum point away from the beam axis, 6p > 35. Compared to these qq events,
a large fraction of the Higgs signal events have acoplanar jets. The modied acoplanarity ~A,
dened as ~A = (|^1  |^2)  z^ (where |^i; z^ are unit vectors along the jets and beam directions),
must be greater than 0.08.
The WW background after the preselection consists essentially of events in which one W
decays into hadrons and the other one into a  and a neutrino. Such events can be recognised
if the  is well isolated and either decays leptonically or is suciently isolated and energetic.
Two cuts specically reject this background: Eiso > 8GeV and iso < 25
; Eiso is the sum of
the energy within 30 of the most energetic identied lepton, and the isolation angle iso is the
angle from the most energetic track to its nearest neighbour. To reject We and Zee events with
an energetic electron deflected at a low angle into the detector, the energy deposited within a
cone of 12 half angle around the beam axis is required to be small, E12 < 1:2%
p
s.
The missing mass is required to be greater than 70GeV=c2 and the sum of the two b tag
NN outputs greater than 1.3. The latter cut also sharply reduces all of the other backgrounds.
After the selection cuts, 7.3 events are expected from Standard Model processes, compared
to the eight observed. About 50% of the background comes from ZZ! bb, with the rest
split between qq, WW, and We. The eciency is 35% for a Higgs boson of mass 95GeV=c2.
5.2.3 The single-neural-network analysis (A)
This neural network based selection is similar to that used at
p
s = 183GeV [2]. The neural
network uses seven variables in common with the preselection and the cut selection: E30 , j6pzj,
6M , 6p, ~A, E12 , 1 + 2, and ve additional ones. The additional variables include the fraction
fwedge of the centre-of-mass energy within a 30 azimuthal wedge centred on the missing
momentum direction, the acollinearity A of the jets, the energy E of the most isolated minijet,
i.e. a jet with invariant mass less than 2GeV=c2 as expected for taus, and a combination of
the b tagging variables, log10((1 − 1)(1 − 2)). The reconstructed Higgs boson mass Mrec is
also included as an input.
This NN, with a 12-20-3 structure, is trained to discriminate the signal from the WW and
qq backgrounds. Figure 1a shows the neural network output distribution. The result of the
optimisation procedure leads to a NN cut value of 0.966. A signal eciency of 33% is obtained
6
for mh = 95 GeV=c
2, with a predicted background of 3.9 events. Five candidates are selected
from the data.
5.2.4 The three-neural-network analysis (B)
This new analysis treats independently the two main backgrounds, qq and WW, allowing valu-
able cross checks to be performed on the systematic uncertainties implied by the background
subtraction. Each of the backgrounds, qq and WW, is addressed by a set of cuts and by a
dedicated NN involving only kinematic variables. To discriminate the signal from all Stan-
dard Model backgrounds, a third neural network is used, with four input variables: the two
aforementioned dedicated NN outputs and the b tag NN outputs for the two best b-tagged jets.
The few remaining non-radiative qq events after the general preselection are eliminated by
the cut 6M > Mvis − 50GeV=c2, where Mvis is the visible mass. This cut results in a loss of
0.4% in signal eciency. A seven-variable NN, with a 7-5-3-2 structure, is then trained to
discriminate the signal and the qq background. The input variables are similar, although not
identical, to those used in the cut-based and single-NN approaches. The variables chosen are
6M ; 6p; 6 pT ; f30 ; fwedge; , the azimuthal angle between the two hemisphere momenta; s0=s,
reconstructed from the jet directions as dened in Ref. [22].
Half of the WW background remaining after the preselection is removed by the requirements
Eiso > 5 GeV and E < 10GeV. These cuts reduce the signal eciency by 1.4%. A three-
variable NN, with a 3-5-3-2 structure, is then trained to discriminate the signal and the WW
background. The input variables are the missing mass 6M , the jet acollinearity A, and the total
missing momentum 6p.
To further discriminate the signal from the qq and WW backgrounds, and also to reduce
the other Standard Model background sources, the b hadron content of the two best b-tagged
jets is used. Therefore, the two b tag NN outputs ordered by increasing values, and the outputs
of the anti-qq and anti-WW NNs described above, are input to a four variables NN, with a
4-5-3-2 structure. Furthermore, the background training sample is composed of all the relevant
Standard Model processes (qq, WW, We, Zee, and ZZ), except for the irreducible ZZ! bb
background, in proportion to their cross sections. Figure 1b shows the neural network output
distribution. Finally, after investigation of the level of beam related background in the data,
the cut E12 < 3:5%
p
s is applied.
The optimisation procedure results in a cut value on the NN output of 0.921. With this cut
value, a signal eciency of 40% is obtained for mh = 95 GeV=c
2 and 5.5 events are expected
from background processes. Nine candidate events are selected from the data, of which ve are
in common with the single NN selection, and seven with the cut-based analysis.
5.3 The four-jet nal state
The hqq nal state accounts for 64.6% of the Higgsstrahlung cross section. The four-jet topology
is selected by cut- and NN-based analyses which share common event preselection criteria.
Events are required to have at least eight good tracks satisfying j cos j  0:95. Radiative
returns to the Z resonance are rejected when the initial state photon is observed in the apparatus
as well as when it escapes down the beam pipe as described in Ref. [1]. The events are then
forced to four jets with the Durham jet-clustering algorithm [21]. The ycut value y34 at which
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Figure 1: Distributions of (a) the 12-variable NN output and (b) the 4-variable NN output used to
select h events, for the data (dots with error bars) and simulated backgrounds (histograms). The
expected Higgs boson signal for mh = 95 GeV=c2 is also shown as dashed histograms with arbitrary
normalisation. The arrows indicate the cuts above which events are selected.
the transition from four to three jets occurs must be larger than 0.004. Each jet is required
to contain at least one good track. The jet four-momenta are rescaled to comply with energy-
momentum conservation, keeping the jet angles and velocities to their measured values.
5.3.1 Event selection with cuts
The event selection is an update of that described in Ref. [2]. The sum  of the four smallest
interjet angles in the event is required to be larger than 350. The sensitivity of the selec-
tion is designed to be close to the hZ production threshold and therefore the WW and qqgg
backgrounds can be reduced by requiring that events have two pairs of nearly back-to-back
jets. In practice, this topology is selected by requiring γ = min(cos ij + cos kl) < −1:30, with
minimisation over all permutations of jet indices ijkl.
In events with four jets there are six dierent ways of assigning one di-jet to the Higgs
candidate and the other di-jet to the Z candidate. The following selection criteria are applied
to all such pairings. The selection is subdivided into two parts, (a) and (b) dened below,
designed to select hZ! bbqq and bbbb events, respectively. An event is selected if at least one
jet pairing passes all the above cuts as well as either (a) or (b).
In order to select hZ! bbqq events, four well-separated jets are required, and additional
cuts are applied to the invariant masses of the Higgs and Z boson di-jet candidates, as well as
to the b quark content of the Higgs candidate jets:
(a)  y34 > 0:008;
 m12 > 64GeV=c2 (Z candidate jets);
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 m34 > 55GeV=c2 (Higgs candidate jets);
 min(3; 4) > 0:40 (Higgs candidate jets);
 (1− 3)(1− 4) < 7:6 10−3 (Higgs candidate jets).
The hZ! bbbb selection is based on a linear combination of the b tag information for the
four jets and the information about the separation between the jets:
(b) 9:5y34 +
P4
i=1 i > 3 .
The above selection criteria are applied to all six jet pairings in the event. In the over-
whelming majority of cases, for events passing the cuts (a) only one jet pairing is selected.
The linear discriminating variable in (b) is independent of the choice of jet pairing. For events
passing selection (b) all six pairings are kept.
If more than one jet pairing is selected for a given event, one pairing must be chosen for use
in the discriminating variable | the reconstructed Higgs boson mass mh = m12 + m34 − mZ
| which is required for the calculation of the CLs. One possible criterion [2] is to choose
the pairing for which m12 is closest to the nominal Z boson mass. For type (b) events, this
method has a non-negligible probability of selecting an incorrect pairing and thus reduces the
discriminating power of mh. Given that most of the signal events selected by cuts (b) are
hZ! bbbb, one cannot improve the choice of pairing by using the b tagging information of the
jets. The choice of pairing is improved with respect to Ref. [2] by using the decay angles of the
Z and Higgs boson di-jet candidates (12 and 34, respectively) instead of m12. A probability
density function P(12; 34), that reflects the dierences between the correct signal pairing
and the incorrect pairings (for signal and backgrounds), is built. The pairing with the largest
probability is selected. This has the eect of increasing the reach in mh of the four-jet selection
by  0:5 GeV=c2 with respect to the previously used pairing choice.
With the set of cuts derived through the optimisation procedure, the signal eciency is
39.4% for a Higgs boson of 95GeV=c2 mass. Twenty-four candidates are selected from the
data, to be compared with 19.0 events expected from Standard Model processes.
5.3.2 Event selection with a neural network
A neural network is trained to identify the hZ! bbqq signal while rejecting the qq and WW
background processes. This approach represents a simplication with respect to that followed
in Ref. [2]; the two NNs, one anti-qq and one anti-WW, have been merged into a single NN with
a 17-30-1 structure which leads to comparable performances with respect to that in Ref. [2].
The general NN features remain similar to those used in Ref. [2]. For the training phase,
the NN is presented with up to six dierent di-jet pairings per background event, and only one,
the correct pairing, per signal event. The training uses only events surviving the preselection
described in Section 5.3, complemented with the requirement
P4
i=1 i > 1. In addition, di-jet
pairings with m34 < 45 GeV=c
2 are discarded. A mixture of Monte Carlo signal events with
mh = 80, 85, 90 and 95GeV=c
2 is used to achieve good performance over the range of masses
relevant for the MSSM, while for the background the WW and qq processes are used. The
inputs to the neural network include several of the selection variables used in the cut-based
analysis: y34, γ, m12, , min(3; 4), (1− 3)(1− 4), and P4i=1 i.
Additional kinematic variables are included in the NN. An event broadening observable B,
described in Ref. [2], oers discriminating power between signal and background events. Other
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Figure 2: Distributions of the NN output used to select four-jet hZ candidates for data (dots with error
bars), simulated background (histogram), and simulated Higgs signal for mh = 95 GeV=c2 (dashed
histogram). The signal histogram has an arbitrary normalisation. The arrow shows the cut value
above which events are selected.
kinematic variables, such as the largest jet energy Emax and the two smallest jet energies Emin
and Emin2, are also included. Several observables oer discriminating power between light quark
and gluon jets for the two Z candidate jets. The boosted sphericity calculated in the rest frame
of the jet and the multiplicity of tracks with rapidity larger than 1.6 with respect to the jet
axis are included as well as the two minimum jet masses.
Distributions of the NN output are shown in Fig. 2 for signal, background, and data.
An event is selected if at least one of its jet pairings has a NN output greater than 0.951.
If more than one di-jet combination in an event passes this criterion, the combination with the
highest NN output is chosen. The resulting signal detection eciency for a Higgs boson signal
with mass 95GeV=c2 is 46:0%. The expected number of background events is 21.4 (6.2 from qq,
4.2 from WW, and 11.0 from ZZ); 28 candidate events are selected in the data. Among them,
19 are in common with those selected by the cut-based analysis described in Section 5.3.1, in
agreement with expectations from the simulation.
5.4 The four-b nal state
The bbbb nal state arising from the hA production is characterised by a four-jet topology
and a high b quark content. The preselection is unchanged with respect to Ref. [4]. At this
level the main contributions to the background come from the ZZ, WW, and qq processes. The
b tag information is essential for the rejection of these backgrounds and a new four-variable
b tag NN is used in this channel. Three of the variables are the same as in the NN used in
Ref. [4]: the condence level Puds of a jet being a light quark jet based upon impact parameters
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Figure 3: Distribution of the F variable for data (dots with error bars), simulated background (his-
togram), and simulated Higgs signal for mh = mA = 85 GeV=c2 (dashed histogram) at the preselection
level. The signal histogram has an arbitrary normalisation. The arrow indicates the cut value below
which events are selected.
of tracks in the jet, the 2 dierence 2svx between a t assuming that all tracks in the jet
originate from the primary vertex and a t assuming that a secondary vertex exists, and the
transverse momentum pT of identied leptons with respect to the jet axis. The fourth variable
is the scaled inclusive XE, dened as the fraction of the jet energy carried by the most energetic
particles which have a total invariant mass smaller than 2.1 GeV=c2. This b tag NN achieves,
at 55% signal eciency, a 20% improvement on the background rejection with respect to the
previous three-variable neural network.
The nal event selection is based upon the combination F of the minimum di-jet angle,
minij , and the b quark content, dened as
F = 300 (4−
4X
j=1
j)− minij :
The F distribution is shown in Fig. 3. The discrepancy between data and simulation for
high values of F is also observed in other ALEPH analyses [23]. The data distribution is
broader than the simulated one; this is understood to be due to slight inadequacies in the b tag
simulation, as discussed in Section 6.1. The optimisation procedure leads to the cut F < 266,
corresponding to a signal eciency of 49.1% for mh = mA = 85GeV=c
2 and a background
expectation of 4.8 events (2.7 qq, 2.0 ZZ, 0.1 WW). Seven candidates are selected in the data.
5.5 Final states with τ leptons
The h+− nal state corresponds to 3:4% of the total Higgsstrahlung process, and h ! +−,
Z! qq corresponds to an additional 5:5%. In the case of e+e−! hA, about 15.5% of the
11
nal states are +−bb. The event topology consists of two hadronic jets and two oppositely
charged, low multiplicity jets with missing energy due to the neutrinos from the  decays. The
h ! +−, Z ! ‘+‘− nal state is covered in the h‘+‘− analysis.
5.5.1 Preselection and τ lepton identication
Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least eight good charged tracks and a total energy
from all charged particles greater than 20%
p
s. WW and ZZ backgrounds are suppressed by
rejecting those events having an identied lepton with energy greater than 25%
p
s. Radiative
returns to the Z peak, characterized by high missing energy 6E and high missing longitudinal
momentum 6pz, are rejected by requiring j6pzj+ 6E < 1:8γpeak where γpeak 
p
s=2−m2Z=(2
p
s)
is the most likely energy of an initial state radiation photon. To further suppress radiative
returns, j6pzj <60%γpeak is also required.
Events passing the preselection cuts are clustered into minijets with invariant mass smaller
than 2:7 GeV=c2, consistent with the  hypothesis. The  candidates are selected from these
minijets using a series of quality cuts based on multiplicity, isolation and momentum as de-
scribed in Ref. [4].
Only events with at least two  candidates are considered further. The rest of the event is
clustered into two jets using the Durham algorithm. All four jets in the event are rescaled using
a kinematic consistency t in which the jet directions are xed and the minijet masses are set
to m . The t estimator 
2 is calculated from energy-momentum conservation, hadronic jet
resolutions, and the compatibility of the di-jet invariant masses with the assumed nal state. In
the case of e+e−! hZ, two dierent t terms are constructed for the two hZ ! +−qq decay
modes. In the h+− t, the invariant mass of the  minijets is compared with mZ, whereas
in the +−Z t, the invariant mass of the hadronic jets is compared to mZ. For e+e−! hA,
assuming that h and A have almost equal masses, the t term compares the invariant masses
of the hadronic and the +− systems. In no case are the hadronic jets allowed to rescale to
less than 75% of their measured momenta. Events failing the kinematic t are rejected. A
typical event may have several possible combinations of potential  minijet candidates; only
the combination with the smallest kinematic 2 is considered further.
5.5.2 hZ nal states
To discriminate between h+− events, +−qq events and background events, two NNs are
employed. Both NNs take as input the following variables: the kinematic t estimator 2, the
event transverse momentum pT, the sum of the two  minijet isolation angles, dened as the
half-angle of the largest cone around the minijet direction containing no more than 5% of the
total event energy outside the cone, and the sum of the tted transverse momenta P jetT of the
 minijets with respect to the nearest hadronic jet.
To take advantage of the large probability for h to decay to bb, the h+− NN uses the
sum of the NN b tagging outputs of the two hadronic jets as a fth input variable. The neural
networks are trained to discriminate the signal from the qq, WW and ZZ background processes.
The signal events include Higgs bosons with masses of 85, 90 and 95GeV=c2.
Some events, especially those with reconstructed Higgs boson masses near mZ, may be
selected by more than one NN selection. A new selection extension based on the NN outputs
exclusively classies an event as either h+− or +−qq. Both NN outputs are calculated for
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Figure 4: Distributions of the NN outputs (a) used in the selection of the hZ nal states with  leptons
and (b) used in the selection of the hA! bb+− nal state for the data (dots with error bars) and the
simulated background (histogram). Also shown by the dashed histograms with arbitrary normalisation
are the simulated hZ signal for mh = 95 GeV=c2 in (a), and the hA signal for mh = mA = 85 GeV=c2
in (b). The arrows indicate the cut values above which events are selected.
each event, and the higher output determines the event classication. If the sum of the two NN
outputs is greater than 1.8, the dierence between the outputs is small, and the kinematic t
estimator 2 is used to distinguish the two signal classes. A slight oset in the 2 cut favours
classication as h+− because the event must have a high b content in order to have two high
NN output values. If 2h −1 > 2qq, the event is classied as h+−; otherwise it is classied
as +−qq.
In principle, the cut values on the two NN outputs could be varied independently; however
it has been found that a single cut, applied to both NN outputs, gives nearly the same selection
performance as two independent cuts. To calculate CLs, the expected number of signal events
and the shapes of the reconstructed Higgs boson mass distributions are entered separately for
the h+− and +−qq classications. The distribution of the seleted NN output is shown in
Fig. 4a.
The optimisation procedure leads to a NN cut value of 0.965. For this cut value and assuming
mh = 95 GeV=c
2, 0.3 h+− events and 0.4 +−qq events are expected, corresponding to signal
eciencies of 29.5% and 17.4%, respectively. The total Standard Model background expectation
is 2.5 events. Two candidates are selected from the data.
5.5.3 hA nal state
A ve-variable NN is also used with the same variables as for the h+− selection. The only
dierence is that the hA signal Monte Carlo is used for the NN training, with mA = mh =
85 GeV=c2. The distribution of the NN output is shown in Fig. 4b.
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The optimisation procedure results in a cut on the neural network output of 0.826. A signal
eciency of 42.0% for mA = mh = 85GeV=c
2 is obtained, and 2.5 events are expected from
Standard Model processes. Three candidates are selected from the data, of which one is shared
with the hZ event selection.
6 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic errors stem from uncertainties and inaccuracies in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Those concerning b tagging performance and jet energy and direction reconstruction aect all
channels and are discussed rst. Systematic uncertainties pertaining specically to each channel
are reported afterwards. Whenever possible, systematic errors are extracted from about 2 pb−1
of data taken at the Z peak during the same year.
6.1 b-tag-related systematic errors
A disagreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation in the tagging eciency for b jets
would aect the acceptance for signal and most background processes. Using the single and
double tag method as for the ALEPH Rb analysis [24], the eciencies for b jets (b) and udsc
jets (udsc) are measured directly from two-jet hadronic events collected in 1998 at the Z peak.
These eciencies are compared with those obtained from Monte Carlo simulation; their ratios
are displayed in Fig. 5 as a function of the NN b tag output. The discrepancy between data
and Monte Carlo indicates that udsc jets are 10% more likely to be identied as b jets in the
data than in the Monte Carlo simulation. This is conrmed by a study of the eect of b tagging
on semileptonic WW events and radiative Z returns in data taken at
p
s = 189 GeV.
For the signal and the ZZ and qq backgrounds, the Higgs candidate jets after selection come
primarily from b quarks. The main source of b tag related systematic errors is the imperfect
simulation of the b tag eciency. These are evaluated by reweighting the Higgs candidate jets
in the Monte Carlo based on their NN b tag outputs according to Fig. 5a. The resulting changes
to the selection eciencies for signal and background processes with respect to the unweighted
eciencies are taken as systematic uncertainties. For the WW and We backgrounds, the Higgs
candidate jets are udsc jets mistagged as b jets. To estimate the systematics from imperfect
simulation of this mistag rate, the Higgs candidate jets are similarly reweighted according to
Fig. 5b.
As a cross check, tracking parameters are smeared to bring the Monte Carlo simulation of
the b tagging closer to the data. The changes in signal and background eciencies are similar
to those obtained by the reweighting method. In a conservative way, discrepancies in b tagging
between data and Monte Carlo are included as systematic errors, and not corrected.
6.2 Systematic errors related to jet energy and angle
The systematic errors related to the simulation of jet energies and directions are also evaluated
from the sample of hadronic events collected at the Z peak in 1998. These studies are done
both on jets with and without flavour selection, in order to separately evaluate the systematic
uncertainties related to those jets originating from b quarks. To avoid possible biases from the
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Figure 5: Comparisons of (a) b tag eciency and (b) mistag rate between Z peak data and Monte
Carlo as a function of the b tagging NN output.
jet shape variables, which enter the NN b tag, the flavour selection criterion is based on the
probability of the jet to be a light quark jet based on signed impact parameters (Puds < 10−3).
The energy resolution and calibration are rst investigated. Inhomogeneities of the detector
response are taken into account by studying separately the barrel (j cos j  0:8) and endcap
(j cos j > 0:8) regions. To bring data and Monte Carlo into better agreement, the Monte
Carlo jet energies Esim are modied according to the relation Esmear = (1 + c)(1 + G())Esim;
where G() is a Gaussian random variable of width . For generic jets (b jets), the calibration
coecient c is 0.2% (0.8%) in the barrel and 2.1% (2.2%) in the endcaps. A smearing of
 = 2% (3%) is applied in the endcaps. No such smearing is necessary in the barrel. The jet
masses and momenta are corrected in the same way, keeping the velocities unchanged.
A comparison of the data and Monte Carlo shows that the resolution on the azimuthal
and polar angles is systematically too good in the simulation. To improve the agreement,
G() and G()= sin sim smearing terms are added to the polar and azimuthal angles of each
Monte Carlo jet respectively. The dierence between data and Monte Carlo is minimised for
 = 0:15
 (0:3) and  = 0:2 (0:3).
In addition to correcting the simulation, a systematic uncertainty on the selection eciencies
amounting to half of the corrections is adopted.
6.3 The leptonic nal state
Potential sources of systematic uncertainties including lepton identication, lepton isolation,
and energy and momentum reconstruction are investigated as in Ref. [2]. The total relative
systematic uncertainties are 0.6%, 2.6%, 7.5% on the signal eciency and on the ZZ and Zee
backgrounds, respectively. The systematic uncertainties on all the other background processes,
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WW, We and qq, are dominated by the statistics of the Monte Carlo samples and are smaller
than 30% for each of these backgrounds.
6.4 The missing energy nal state
Systematic eects related to b tagging and to jet energy and angle measurements are estimated
as described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. The E12 variable is sensitive to beam related background,
which is not simulated. The energy distribution of this background is measured with events
triggered at random beam crossings. Additional energy depositions at angles below 12 are
randomly added to all Monte Carlo events according to this energy distribution. Half of the
correction is taken as systematic uncertainty. The three-neural-network analysis, which treats
independently the main background contributions, is used as described in Ref. [25] in order to
cross check the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties pertaining to reducible backgrounds
such as qq with two ISR photons, WW and We. The relative uncertainty in the total selection
eciency is typically 5% for the signal and 10% for ZZ, and it is between 30% and 100% for
the other background processes.
6.5 The four-jet and four-b nal states
In addition to the common systematic eects described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, additional
sources of systematic uncertainties aecting the signal and background selection eciencies are
studied. Possible inaccuracies in the simulation of the selection variables (y34; γ; ; m12; m34),
obtained from a bin-by-bin comparison of distributions in the data and simulation, are taken
into account using a reweighting technique as for the evaluation of b tag systematic uncertain-
ties. The g! bb splitting rate is corrected to its measured value [26] with a 50% uncertainty. A
5% uncertainty on the strong interaction coupling constant s is included for the qq background.
For the bbbb nal state, the systematic uncertainty related to the signal amounts to 4.2%
and is dominated by the b tag. The qq background uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty
on the rate of gluon splitting to heavy quarks, which amounts to 30% of the accepted qq
background. The ZZ background is aected by the same systematic error as the signal, resulting
in a 10% uncertainty. The small WW contribution (0:1 0:1 events) to the background has a
large statistical error, and a systematic uncertainty of 100% is assigned to this process.
For the bbqq nal state, the relative uncertainties on the selection eciencies are estimated
in a similar way to be 3% for the signal, 10% for ZZ, 15% for WW, and 15% for qq.
6.6 Final states with τ leptons
A systematic eect in the +− selections is the uncertainty on the jet angles and therefore on
the calculated invariant masses. This eect is studied by applying the procedure described in
Section 6.2. The eect of the b tagging uncertainty is estimated as explained in Section 6.1.
For the backgrounds, the dominant uncertainty comes from the limited Monte Carlo statistics
used to calculate eciencies.
Altogether, the systematic uncertainties are smaller than 5% for the signal, 10% for the ZZ
background, 20% for WW and 50% for qq.
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Table 3: Expected numbers of signal events (ns) for a Higgs boson of 95 GeV=c2 mass, and background
events (nb) from Standard Model processes for the relevant channels of the hZ search. The numbers of
events selected in the data (nobs) are also given. For the NN-based selections in the h channel, the
information is given for the three statistically independent branches of the \AND-and-EXCLUSIVES"
method.
h‘+‘− h hqq h+−/ +−qq
NN(A)+NN(B) NN(A) NN(B) Cuts NN Cuts
ns 1.5 2.0 0.3 0.7 2.6 8.5 7.3 0.7
nb 14.0 3.1 0.7 2.4 7.3 21.4 19.0 2.5
nobs 14 5 0 4 8 28 24 2
7 Combination and results
As mentioned in Section 4, two sets of selections, NN- and cut-based, are used. To cover all hZ
nal states, the h‘+‘− analysis is included in the NN-based selection while the h+−/+−qq
analyses are also used in the cut-based selection. Altogether, 48 (53) events are selected in the
data by the hZ selections performed with the cut-based (NN-based) selections, in agreement
with the expectation of 42.8 (44.1) events from Standard Model processes. Table 3 summarises,
for each set of selections, the expected number of signal events, the expected number of back-
ground events, and the number of events selected in the data. Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the
reconstructed Higgs boson mass distributions for the selected candidates and the background
expectations from the simulation. These gures combine channels with rather dierent mass
resolutions and are given for illustration purposes only; in particular the b quark content of
individual events is not reflected in the mass plot.
The hA selection yields ten candidate events, of which ve are in common with the hZ
selection, to be compared with 7.5 background events expected from Standard Model processes.
No signicant excess of candidate events is observed. The analyses are therefore used to
set 95% CL mass lower limits. In the absence of signal, the mass lower limits expected for the
Standard Model Higgs boson are 95.4GeV=c2 for the cut-based combination and 95.8GeV=c2 for
the NN-based combination. Since the NN-based combination yields a slightly better expected
limit for hZ searches, it is used in the hZ/hA combination to produce limits in the MSSM
plane [mh,sin
2( − )]. Furthermore the Standard Model limit, which is eectively obtained
for sin2( − )=1, benets from the combination of the hZ and hA selections.
The hZ and hA selections are combined with the \AND-and-EXCLUSIVES" method, taking
into account the overlaps in the four-jet and tau analyses, and compared with signals expected
from either or both hZ and hA production. The information about the statistically independent
branches is summarised in Table 4. An additional complication arises from the use of dierent
discriminating variables in the CL computation. The variable chosen for the overlap branch
is the one giving the best expected exclusion CL, and can vary in dierent regions of the
[mh,sin
2(−)] plane. For example, in the four-jet selections, at sin2(−)= 1 the hZ! hqq
variables are used everywhere, while at sin2( − )= 0 the hA! bbbb variables are used for
mh  86 GeV=c2 and the hZ! hqq variables for mh > 86GeV=c2.
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Table 4: Expected signal, Standard Model background and observed candidate events in the statis-
tically independent branches of the combined four-jet and bb+− analyses; mh = 95 GeV=c2 and
mh = mA = 85 GeV=c2 are assumed for the hZ and hA processes, respectively.
Analysis Expected events Observed
hZ hA SM background candidates
hZ only 6.6 1.0 18.8 24
hqq hZ+hA 1.9 2.8 2.6 4
hA only 0.1 0.4 2.2 3
hZ only 0.2 0.0 1.1 1
bb+− hZ+hA 0.4 0.4 1.4 1
hA only 0.1 0.1 1.1 2
The result obtained with this method is displayed in Fig. 7 for the Standard Model Higgs
boson. All Standard Model Higgs boson masses below 92.9 GeV=c2 are excluded at the 95%
CL. The average limit expected in the absence of signal is 95.9GeV=c2. With such an expected
limit, the probability that an equal or lower limit be observed is 4%. (The observed and
expected limits obtained with the cut-based combination of hZ analyses would be 93.9GeV=c2
and 95.4GeV=c2 respectively.) The procedure is repeated for the hZ process varying sin2(−),
assuming branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson. The resulting excluded domain
is displayed in Fig. 9 (hZ curve).
The expected and observed CLs for the hA process are displayed in Fig. 8, for mh=mA
and sin2( − )= 0. With such assumptions, all Higgs boson masses below 82.5GeV=c2 are
excluded at the 95% CL while the average limit expected in the absence of signal is 83.1GeV=c2.
Varying sin2( − ) while maintaining mh=mA leads to the excluded domain shown in Fig. 9
(hA curve). Combining these results with those pertaining to the hZ channel, the combined
exclusion shown in Fig. 9 is obtained. Independent of sin2( − ), all Higgs boson masses mh
below 82.5GeV=c2 are excluded at more than 95% CL.
These results can also be interpreted in the [mh,tan] plane, as displayed in Fig. 10. Here,
benchmark choices of the MSSM parameters are used, as suggested in Ref. [27]: the quadratic
mean MSUSY of the stop masses is set to 1GeV=c
2, the gaugino mass M2 to 1.6 GeV=c
2, the
CP-odd Higgs boson mass is varied up to 400GeV=c2, and two congurations of stop mixing
are considered, with minimal and maximal impact on mh; furthermore the top mass is xed
at 175 GeV=c2. If tan  is restricted to values greater than 0.7, a lower limit of 82.6 GeV=c2 is
derived for mA.
The combination of the experimental and theoretical exclusions shown in Fig. 10 excludes
at 95% CL tan values in the range [1.0,1.4], even when stop mixing has maximal impact.
However, as emphasized in Ref. [28], such tan  exclusions are very sensitive both to the details
of the calculations of the radiative corrections in the Higgs sector and to the choice of the top
quark mass and MSSM parameter values. The above result is obtained using the calculations
of Ref. [9] (i.e., in the renormalization group improved one-loop eective potential approach),
with a 175 GeV=c2 top mass; no exclusion range remains if a top mass of 180GeV=c2 is used
instead, or if additional genuine two-loop corrections are included as advocated in Ref. [29].
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Figure 6: Distributions of the reconstructed Higgs boson mass for the data events (dots with error
bars) selected in the hZ searches by (a) the NN- and (b) the cut-based sets of selections. The histograms
show the Standard Model background expectation.
In the above CL computations, all systematic uncertainties have been included according
to the prescription of Ref. [19]. Their eect results in decreasing the mass lower limits by
200 MeV/c2. As explained in Section 6.1, the background level is known to be underestimated
in the Monte Carlo due to b tag systematic uncertainties. The consequence of such an under-
estimation, when performing full background subtraction, is a conservative observed limit and
a slightly optimistic expected limit. This underestimation of the background does not fully
explain the dierence between observed and expected limits seen in Fig. 7. If, instead of using
the method of Ref. [19], the reducible background levels had been decreased by one standard
deviation, the mass lower limits would be decreased by no more than 400 MeV/c2.
A more general hZ/hA combination is also performed in which the NN-based hZ analyses are
combined with the cut-based analyses. The missing energy channel does not overlap with any
hA analysis, but a combination of the two neural network analyses and the cut-based analysis
is also performed. With three analyses, the most general division is into seven branches: three
exclusives, three overlaps of two analyses and one overlap of three analyses. To reduce the
complexity of the problem, some branches are joined together leaving in both cases only ve
branches. The information about these branches is summarised in Table 5. The expected
limits obtained with these more general combinations are 83.1 GeV=c2 and 95.8 GeV=c2 at
sin2( − )=0 and 1, respectively. Since the expected results are similar to those from the
simplest combination, the latter is used to derive the nal results.
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Figure 7: Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) CL curves, in the signal hypothesis (a) and in
the background hypothesis (b), as a function of the assumed Standard Model Higgs boson mass; the
intersections of the horizontal line at 5% with the curves in (a) dene the expected and observed 95%
CL lower limits on the Higgs boson mass.
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Figure 8: Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) CL curves for the hA pair-production process with
mh =mA and sin2( − ) = 0 as a function of the common mass, in the signal hypothesis (a) and in
the background hypothesis (b).
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Figure 9: Regions excluded at the 95% CL in the [mh,sin2( − )] plane by the hZ and hA searches
(dash-dotted curves) and their combination (solid curve). The dashed curve displays the expected
95% CL limit of the combination.
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Figure 10: Expected (dashed) and observed (solid) 95% CL curves in the [mh,tan ] plane of the
MSSM in the case of maximal stop mixing; the dark regions are not allowed theoretically. The
theoretically forbidden region is also indicated for the case of no stop mixing (dash-dotted curve).
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Table 5: Expected numbers of signal event (ns), Standard Model background events (nb) and observed
data candidates (nobs), in the statistically independent branches of the four-jet and missing energy
channels. The signals are evaluated assuming mh = 95 GeV=c2 for hZ and mh = mA = 85 GeV=c2 for
hA.
hqq
hA hA and hZ only
only hZ NN NN+Cuts Cuts
ns hZ 0.1 1.9 1.6 5.0 0.6
ns hA 0.4 2.8 0.4 0.6 0.4
nb 2.3 2.6 8.4 10.7 6.2
nobs 3 4 9 15 4
h
Cuts Cuts and NN only
only NN NN(A) NN(A)+NN(B) NN(B)
ns 0.3 2.4 0.2 0.2 0.4
nb 3.4 4.0 0.6 0.4 1.4
nobs 1 7 0 1 1
8 Beyond the benchmark
It can be seen in Fig. 10 that low values of tan  are excluded by the present data in the
benchmark scans for most congurations of stop mixing. In order to assess the robustness of
this result with respect to variations of the MSSM parameters, an update of the parameter
scan presented in Ref. [4] has been performed.
As in Ref. [4], the value tan =
p
2 is chosen as representative of the low tan regime.
In the \ne logarithmic" scan performed using the data collected up to 184 GeV, 352 869 sets
of fm0; m1=2; ; Atg values were explored. Out of those, 36% were declared unphysical, due
to tachyonic stops for example, and 52% were excluded irrespective of the value of mA. The
41 352 (12%) remaining sets were not excluded for all values of mA. For most of them, the
mh limit obtained in the benchmark scans held true. Only 28 (namely a fraction smaller than
10−4) \pathological" sets remained with a mass limit signicantly degraded because of either
too small an hZ production cross section (sin2(−)  0), or of a vanishing branching ratio for
h! bb (sin   0). The 41 352 sets remaining unexcluded for some mA values are reconsidered
here in light of the improved Higgs limits reported in Section 7.
For the 41 324 parameter sets where the limit on mh was found in Ref. [4] to be as high
as in the benchmark scans, the hZ searches played the major ro^le in the vicinity of the limit.
With the updated exclusion in the [mh, sin
2( − )] plane (Fig. 9), 35 753 of these can now be
excluded irrespective of mA, while the limit obtained for the 5 571 other sets is essentially equal
to the Standard Model one. No new pathological situations are encountered.
For most of the 28 pathological sets revealed in [4], the mass of the heavier CP-even Higgs
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Figure 11: Region in the [mh, sin2( − )] plane excluded at the 95% CL by the h search for a
Higgs boson decaying into hadrons with no b tagging applied.
boson H is relatively low, below 80 GeV=c2, for the mA value for which the mh limit was
set. The results from the hZ searches shown in Fig. 9 can therefore be used for HZ with the
appropriate coupling modications. This allows 22 sets to become excluded irrespective of the
mA value, leaving at this point six sets for which the mass limit is degraded.
For two of those sets (actually almost identical due to the approximate symmetry At! −At,
! − ), the limit on mh is  6:5 GeV=c2 with sin2( − )  0. However, H is rather light
( 73 GeV=c2), but with a decay branching ratio into hh of 86%, rendering b tagging ineective.
The main h decay mode is h! +−, with a branching ratio of 77%.
The process (H! hh)(Z! ) leads to a topology consisting of two low multiplicity acopla-
nar jets when h! +−. A search for such nal states has therefore been developed. The
selection begins with the anti-γγ preselection of the 4J-L chargino analysis [30]. Only events
with at most six charged tracks are considered. The events are divided into two hemispheres
by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Each hemisphere is required to contain two or
four good charged tracks, and to have a mass smaller than 10 GeV=c2. The eciency of this
search is 31% for mH = 73 GeV=c
2 and mh = 6:5 GeV=c
2, while the expected background is
0.3 events. No events are selected in the 189 GeV data. With the inclusion of this result in the
scan, these two sets become excluded irrespective of the mA value.
In the four remaining sets, the lower limit on mh lies between 60 and 75 GeV=c
2, because
of a too small branching fraction of h into bb. A search for h produced in association with a Z
boson decaying into  could be sensitive to these rather low mh values, although no tagging
of b hadrons can be used here to disentangle signal and background. An analysis has therefore
been developed, along the lines of the three-neural-network analysis described in Section 5.2.4.
In this case, since no b tagging can be applied, the preselection is tightened: events with
less than seven charged particles are rejected, and the minimum hemisphere energy is required
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to exceed 5%
p
s. Each of the two main backgrounds, qq and WW, is addressed by a dedicated
neural network trained on a 75 GeV=c2 mass signal. Cuts on both NN outputs are determined
using the same optimisation procedure as for all the searches reported above. Finally, the cut
E12 < 3:5%
p
s is applied. The signal eciency is 50%, while the background level is estimated
to be 14.3 events. Twelve candidate events are selected in the 189 GeV data.
This search, based on the h process only, results in the upper limit on sin2( − ) as
a function of mh shown in Fig. 11. This limit is valid in the case of a Higgs boson decaying
into any hadrons. When added to the other constraints, the result of this search is sucient to
exclude the four remaining pathological sets, irrespective of mA.
In the end, among the 224 875 physically acceptable sets of fm0; m1=2; ; Atg values inves-
tigated for tan  =
p
2, no congurations were found for which the Higgs boson mass limit is
signicantly degraded with respect to the benchmark scans. In addition, an exploration of the
parameter space in the vicinity of some typical pathological sets of Ref. [4] has been performed,
which did not reveal any conguration leading to a degraded limit. In the low tan  regime of
the MSSM, the limit from the benchmark scans can therefore be regarded as robust at the 10−5
level, at worst. This statement will remain true, in the event of no discovery, for the results
obtained at higher LEP energies.
The above conclusions are aected neither by the choice of the top quark mass nor by the
inclusion of recently calculated higher order radiative corrections [29]. Such modications do
not introduce any new pathologies, and simply change the relative proportions of parameter
sets excluded irrespective of mA and of sets for which the mh limit is essentially the Standard
Model one.
9 Conclusions
Searches for neutral Higgs bosons in e+e− collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 188.6GeV
have been carried out with the ALEPH detector. The major event topologies expected from
the hZ and hA processes have been analysed. The previously published search algorithms have
been improved and complemented with new event selections. In the collected data sample,
which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 176.2 pb−1, the selected events are compatible
with expectations from Standard Model processes. From this observation, a 95% CL lower limit
on the mass of the Standard Model Higgs boson is set at 92.9GeV=c2. In the MSSM, lower
limits of 82.5GeV=c2 and 82.6GeV=c2 are derived for the masses of the neutral Higgs bosons
h and A, respectively, for all values of tan  0:7. Other collaborations at LEP have reported
similar results [31]. The robustness of these results in the low tan  regime has been assessed
by a scan of the MSSM parameter space.
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